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The two-spiral task is a well-known benchmark for binary classification. The data

consist of points on two intertwined spirals which cannot be linearly separated. This

article reviews how this task and some of its variations have significantly inspired the

development of several important methods in the history of artificial neural networks.

The two-spiral task became popular for several different reasons: 1) It was regarded

as extremely challenging; 2) It belonged to a suite of standard benchmark tasks; 3) It

had visual appeal and was convenient to use in pilot studies. The article also presents

an example which demonstrates how small variations of the two-spiral task such as

relative rotations of the two spirals can lead to qualitatively different generalisation

results.
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1 Introduction

Research and development in many fields is driven by challenging tasks and applications.

In machine learning these challenges are often represented by selected data sets which are

either empirically collected or artificially generated. Some of them have repeatedly been

investigated and became standard benchmark tasks (Prechelt, 1994; White et al., 1995;

Blake and Merz, 1998). Among them is the two-spiral classification task.

The first artificial neural networks were based on the perceptron (McCulloch and Pitts,

1943; Rosenblatt, 1958). Geometrically the perceptron can be interpreted as a separating

hyperplane and can be used for binary classification of linearly separable data. The simple

xor task where four points need to be classified into two classes of two points which cannot

be linearly separated was not able to be achieved by a single layer perceptron (Minsky

and Papert, 1969). The xor task triggered the next major step in the history of artificial

neural networks and drove the development of multilayer perceptrons (mlps) in numerous

studies.

Through this endeavour the two-spiral task became famous because it was regarded as an

extremely difficult non-linear classification task for mlps to solve. The two-spiral task is

related to Minsky and Papert’s spiral problem where the learner has to decide whether

the two spirals are connected to each other or separate (Minsky and Papert, 1969, 1988).

The latter problem has been topic of investigation in psychology and visual perception

(Howard, 1974; Grossberg and Wyse, 1991; Chen and Wang, 2001), and the spirals as

well as related radial ray patterns are similar to Klüver’s hallucination form constants

(Bressloff et al., 2001; Bressloff and Cowan, 2003). Spirals occur naturally in galaxies,

cyclones, eddy currents in liquid, shells, DNA and many other instances.

The two-spiral classification task for artificial neural networks was proposed in the late

1980s. It was initially posted to the connectionist mailing list by Alexis P. Wieland and

then included into the cmu Neural Network benchmark repository (White et al., 1995).

The original two-spiral data set (Lang and Witbrock, 1988) consisted of 194 data points

distributed equally over two inter-locked spirals, that is, two equal spirals which are ro-

tated π radians relative to each other. The data points were presented in Cartesian (x, y)–

coordinates and plotted in a configuration where the spiral points are aligned in radial
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Figure 1: Two-spiral data set with 194 points.

rays as in Figure 1 where one spiral is represented by 97 dark dots and the other by 97

bright dots or circles. The task addresses supervised learning of binary classifiers, which

use binary labelled targets to learn to which of the two spirals each input data point

belongs. Generalisation ability of the trained classifier is typically tested by evaluating it

on a subset of all the other pixels of the image which were not included as spiral points

in the training set. The generalisation results for the two-spiral task can then nicely be

visualised in images showing black and white regions as labelled by the classifier. Ide-

ally the resulting image is divided into two equally thickened spiral shaped regions, each

of which has one of the two spirals formed by the training data as core. In Section 4 a

state-of-the-art learning method, namely least squares support vector machines (Suykens

and Vandewalle, 1999a,b), is applied to show example solutions to the two-spiral task and

some of its variations.

2 The two-spiral data

Spiral curves have been the object of mathematical investigation over several hundreds

of years. Many different types of spirals exist and can be described formally in different

ways. A general equation to describe a spiral of points (x, y) ∈ R2 in the Euclidean plane
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where r(φ) ∈ R+ is the radius and φ ∈ R is the angle between the x-axis and the radial

ray connecting the origin with point (x, y). If the expansion of the radius

r(φ) = aφ, (2)

where a ∈ R+ is a scaling constant, is linear it is a version of Archimedes’ spiral and if the

radius depends exponentially on φ, for example,

r(φ) = aebφ (3)

with constants a, b ∈ R+ it is called a logarithmic spiral. The latter is also known as growth

spiral, equiangular spiral, spira mirabilis, or Bernoulli spiral (Archibald, 1918; Hilton et al.,

1997; Weisstein, 2003).

The original two-spiral data can be generated using a C-routine which was included in

the cmu repository (White et al., 1995; Lang and Witbrock, 1988). With the default

parameters density 1 and radius 6.5, the two-spiral data set consists of 194 training points.

These are divided into two classes with 97 data points where each class corresponds to one

spiral of three turns with 32 points per turn plus one endpoint. Both spirals have the same

origin and orientation but are rotated relative to each other by 180 degrees (see Figure 1).

The first spiral can be generated using the following equations for i = 0, 1, ..., 96:

φ =
i

16
· π (4)

r =
6.5 · (104− i)

104

x = r cosφ

y = r sinφ

The second spiral can be obtained by plotting (−x,−y).

Several variations of the original two-spiral data are possible and some of them have been
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employed as training data for classification studies in machine learning (see Section 3.2).

The most prominent variations include an increase in the number of training points, the

addition of some randomness, or an increase in the number of spirals.

3 Survey

The following sections provide a survey of some of the main studies and developments

which were motivated by or involved the two-spiral data. Section 3.1 addresses studies

which relied on the original two-spiral data set to develop or test a new machine learning

method. Section 3.2 includes studies which involved variations of the two-spiral data such

as spirals of higher or lower density, or noisy spirals.

3.1 Studies using the original two-spiral task

After the challenges of the two-spiral data were explored in some early studies (Sec-

tion 3.1.1) they triggered the development of a series of constructive methods (Section 3.1.2)

along with several alternative approaches and specifically adapted methods (Section 3.1.3).

Finally, the approaches contained in Section 3.1.4 seem to represent the current state-of-

the-art in solving the two-spiral task.

3.1.1 Early studies

In the late 1980s and early 1990s the two-spiral classification task was regarded as an

extremely challenging non-linear classification task and was approached in several studies

using different variations of neural network learning. Lang and Witbrock (1988) reported

that none of their initial attempts to solve the task using a standard multilayer perceptron

(mlp) with back-propagation training were successful. However, they succeeded in train-

ing 2-5-5-5-1 mlps which had additional shortcut connections to every succeeding layer.

Training took about 10 000− 20 000 epochs. Using the quick-propagation algorithm train-

ing could be accelerated and required only 8000 epochs on average (Fahlman, 1988a,b).

They found that the trained networks did not separate the (x, y)-plane in two perfect

spiral regions but fitted all the training points. They argued that with the original data
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the task was under-constrained and demonstrated that their networks could much better

approximate the spiral decision boundary if the density of points in the training set was

increased by a factor of four (see Section 3.2). Baum and Lang (1991) demonstrated how

to train a 2-50-1 mlp by query learning. This involved a two-spiral oracle, that is, they

assumed a perfect solution of the task in advance. Osowski et al. (1996) demonstrated that

the training of a standard 2-50-1 mlp could be achieved, without preempting a solution.

They employed a variation of second order Newton optimisation and learned the two-spiral

task in about 650 epochs.

3.1.2 Constructive methods

The intuitive idea that among successfully trained neural networks smaller networks might

generalise better than larger networks (cf., Bartlett, 1998; Anthony and Bartlett, 1999)

lead to the development of several constructive neural network algorithms which can grow

the network size. The two-spiral task became one of the favourite testbeds during this

development.

When Fahlman and Lebiere proposed their cascade correlation learning architecture (Cas-

Cor), which incrementally grew a neural network unit-by-unit during training, they per-

formed extensive tests on the two-spiral data (Fahlman and Lebiere, 1990, 1991). On

average CasCor required 1700 epochs and recruited 12–19 hidden units to solve the task;

that is, it was about 5 times faster than their previous training with the quick-propagation

algorithm (Fahlman, 1988a,b). The generalisation results of CasCor were slightly smoother

than those obtained by Lang and Witbrock (1988) but still contained clear irregularities

and jagged edges (Fahlman and Lebiere, 1990, 1991).

Fahlman and Lebiere’s evaluation of CasCor on the two-spiral data inspired a long sequence

of followup studies by other researchers. Among them were the studies by Shultz and

Elman (1994) who analysed CasCor nets using principal component analysis (pca) of

contributions, and by Shultz et al. (1995) who employed pca of the variance-covariance

matrix of contributions. Further explorations included methods to reduce the number of

hidden units (Teng and Wah, 1996), and some alternative approaches based on projection

pursuit learning by Hwang et al. (1996). Advancements such as smaller solution networks
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and improved generalisation ability on the spirals data were reported by several authors

(Treadgold and Gedeon, 1997a,b, 1999) who proposed a number of variations of CasCor.

Chen et al. (1997) proposed an algorithm which partitions the input space recursively by

growing trees of mlps trained by backpropagation. They reported their method could solve

the two-spiral task in about half the time of CasCor. Potter and De Jong (2000) compared

CasCor with their method of cooperative coevolution networks which required fewer hidden

units (on average 13.7) than CasCor. Thangavel and Kathirvalavakumar (2003) proposed

to combine cascade learning with a weight perturbation method to construct a single

hidden layer neural net. They experimentally compared their approach with the modified

backpropagation method using weight extrapolation by Kamarthi and Pittner (1999). Both

studies employed as one of their main test problems a simplified version of the two-spiral

task where each spiral had only 1.5 turns and 41 points. Kamarthi and Pittner (1999) were

able to train a 2-8-2-1 mlp in 3798 epochs while the constructive network of Thangavel

and Kathirvalavakumar (2003) required 11 units, 8891 epochs, but much less time per

epoch. Several other researchers developed the idea of CasCor and constructive neural

network algorithms further and used the two-spiral data for evaluation (Setiono, 1995; Su

and Guan, 2000; Lahnajärvi et al., 2002).

Another branch of followup studies grew out of a paper by Fritzke (1994) in which he pro-

posed a version of his growing cell structures for supervised learning (sgcs) and demon-

strated that they could learn the two-spiral task in about 180 epochs. An evaluation of

generalisation ability of the solution networks revealed decision regions which had much

smoother boundaries than the results of CasCor by Fahlman and Lebiere (1990, 1991).

Bruske and Sommer (1995), Cheng and Zell (2000), and Cheng et al. (2006a,b) extended

and advanced Fritzke’s approach. Two other studies claim they can solve the two-spiral

task much faster than Fritzke’s sgcs, namely Patanè and Russo (2002) reported that

their fully automatic clustering system facs could solve the task in about 15 epochs and

Baraldi and Alpaydin (2002) claimed their constructive fully self-organising simplified

adaptive resonance theory (fosart) clustering networks could solve it in only two epochs.

In addition to the studies of Fahlman and Lebiere (1990, 1991), Fritzke (1994) and their fol-

lowup studies, several alternative constructive methods were developed and tested on the

two-spiral data. Among them were the networks of localized linear discriminants (Glass-
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man, 1992) for which the two-spiral task was reported to be ‘straightforward’, and the

constructive algorithm for real-valued examples (carve) by Young and Downs (1998),

which was tested using linear as well as higher order threshold activation functions. The

latter version was capable of solving the two-spiral task using a single hidden layer with

eight units. This was compared with the constructive method of Holt (1994a,b) which

employed between 8 and 10 hidden units with hyperspherical decision boundaries to solve

the two-spiral task. Another example of a self-growing neural network architecture was de-

veloped by Fu et al. (2001) using extensive tests on the two-spiral task. Different versions

of their self-growing modular perceptron networks were combined with learning schemes

that divide the training data (Chiang and Fu, 1994) and estimate the initial weights (Lee

and Fu, 1999).

3.1.3 Alternative approaches, specifically adapted methods, and associated

findings

Koza (1992) solved the two-spiral problem with genetic programming and a population

size of 10 000. Using the same genetic programming primitives Juille and Pollack (1996)

investigated the effects of co-evolution in a population of size 4096. The two-spiral task was

their central benchmark. Yang and Kao (2001) proposed a new evolutionary approach and

trained a 2-5-5-5-1 mlp on the two-spiral data in 27 318 generations. They noted that their

approach took longer than the initial results obtained by Lang and Witbrock (1988) using

backpropagation. However, Yang and Kao (2001) also suggested their method would be

more stable than the genetic programming approach of Juille and Pollack (1996). Another

study which followed Koza (1992) was the investigation into complementary phenotype

selection for crossover by Dolin et al. (2002), who approached a simplified version of the

two-spiral task which included only the 60 innermost points of the 194 original data points.

Alternative input encodings were used to facilitate training in some studies, including

Alvarez-Sanchez (1999). Alvarez-Sanchez circumvented the difficulty of the two-spiral data

by transforming it from Cartesian into polar coordinates. This resulted in the two spirals

being represented by a set of parallel lines. Jia and Chua (1995) experimented with different

input data encodings such as binary, Gray, and temperature coding. Chua et al. (1995)
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found advantages using the latter. No difference between binary and Gray encoding was

observed by Fahner and Eckmiller (1994). Zhang and Zhang (1999) experimented with a

neural model which uses projections of the input vectors onto a sphere. They evaluated

their approach primarily by using the two-spiral data and visual inspection of its input

coverings. They claimed that upon visual inspection their results appear to surpass those

of Lang and Witbrock (1988). There are several other studies which used the two-spiral

data and either modified the input encoding (Singh, 2001) or used suitable initialisation

(Baum and Lang, 1991; Denoeux and Lengelle, 1993; Karayiannis, 1996; Lehtokangas and

Saarinen, 1998b).

Singh (1998b) claimed that the generalisation error of 2-h-1 mlps trained on the two-spiral

task depended on the number h of hidden units. In his experiments the generalisation error

decreased with an increase in the number of hidden units up to h = 15. More hidden units

did not lead to further advancement. Shang and Wah (1996) evaluated their novel method

and different numbers of hidden units when training feed-forward networks with shortcuts.

They found their method performed well with about six hidden units, and better than

several other methods including CasCor. A further improvement in terms of training speed,

success ratio, and smaller number of weights was announced by Wah and Qian (2000)

although the images visualising the generalisation ability of their resulting networks are

still very different from the ideally expected spiral shaped regions. Yu et al. (2002) were able

to train 2-12-1 mlps using backpropagation successfully if the activation functions were

made adaptive. They also used a variation of the data with 200 points per spiral. Another

version of adaptive activation functions was investigated by Solazzi and Uncini (2000).

Ting and Sugai (1999) compared neural networks with wavelet activation functions to

other approaches on the two-spiral task. They reported that is was ‘...impossible to obtain

exact training time for each method...’ but their networks appeared to train relatively

quickly when compared with the other methods.

A centroid-based mlp was proposed by Lehtokangas and Saarinen (1998a) which per-

formed better than a 2-40-1 mlp. Equipped with additional initialisation schemes further

improvement could be achieved (Lehtokangas, 2000). Mizutani and Dreyfus (2002) used

carefully selected learning rates together with a modified objective function and showed

that five out of 100 training trials with 2-30-1 mlps could solve the two-spiral task within
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150 000 epochs with 100% accuracy. Ridella et al. (1997) obtained good results using ra-

dial basis function networks and their circular backpropagation networks. Later Ridella

et al. (1999) demonstrated advantages of using circular over sigmoidal units when using

their conditional class entropy networks on the two-spiral task. Kaminski and Strumillo

(1997) investigated rbf training where the centers of the basis functions were selected

randomly from a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution centered at the spirals’ center

lines. Kuncheva (1997) employed a genetic algorithm to select the initial seed point for

a rbf classifier. Chaiyaratana and Zalzala (1998) demonstrated that their hybrid rbf–

mlp network requires fewer epochs than a standard rbf network when trained on the

two-spiral task. They further experimented with combined genetic / supervised / unsu-

pervised training and gave benchmark results to compare with the performance achieved

in previous studies. Combinations of distance metric based clustering and support vector

classification were evaluated by Ribeiro (2002) on the two-spiral data. Huang and Zhao

(2005) demonstrated that their approach using radial basis probabilistic neural networks

achieves better generalisation on the two-spiral data than standard rbfs.

Carpenter et al. (1992) proposed a system combining fuzzy logic and adaptive resonance

theory (Fuzzy artmap) which found a solution to the two-spiral task in only five epochs.

A noise tolerant version of Fuzzy artmap (Carpenter et al., 1995) was later evaluated on

a noisy two-spiral task (cf., Section 3.2). Xiong et al. (2001, 2003) tested a combination

consisting of a three layered conventional neural network with 100 hidden nodes and a

Gaussian fuzzy inference network. With this combined method they obtained faster learn-

ing and better generalisation than with the standard neural network alone. A combination

of fuzzy modeling and support vector machines was proposed by Chiang and Hao (2004).

They demonstrated the superior generalisation ability of their system in a comparison

with a 2-170-1 mlp trained by backpropagation in 100 000 epochs, a 170 unit radial basis

function network, and Fuzzy artmap. Fuzzy methods were addressed by several other

studies and tested on the two-spiral task (Sun and Jang, 1993; Singh, 1998a; Chen and

Chang, 2000; de Souza et al., 2002).

The concept of data set partitioning or divide and conquer was employed by a large

number of neural network studies which included tests on the spirals data (Whitley and

Karunanithi, 1991; Smieja, 1996; Chen et al., 1997; Lu and Ito, 1999; Fu et al., 2001; Castro
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et al., 2000; Chen and Chang, 2000; de Souza et al., 2002). The concept of partitioning

can successfully be employed to solve the two-spiral task without using neural networks at

all. Bradley and Lovell (1994) proposed a rule-based inductive learning algorithm which

successively splits the feature space in half. Their algorithm showed better performance

than CasCor or C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993). Lovell and Bradley (1996) evaluated the accuracy

of their algorithm on the training set and on a test set, where the test set consisted of

additional 194 points. These were located on the same spirals but between the original

training points. The performance of the algorithm was further improved to 100% accuracy

on both the training and the test set by adding uniform random noise to the training data

(cf., Blahut, 1990).

3.1.4 Recent and state-of-the-art results

Although many of the above mentioned approaches already reported an excellent perfor-

mance, there are a number of selected studies which claimed to have found methods to

solve the two-spiral task efficiently and/or almost perfectly.

Sopena et al. (1999) trained 2-16-1 mlps with sine as activation function in the hidden

layer and obtained about 98% correct generalisation (better than CasCor) after only a

short period of training.

Ciocoiu (2001, 2002a,b) presented several different successful approaches of using rbf

networks in combination with other techniques such as Kalman filters, pca and standard

mlps. He claims his hybrid networks require fewer parameters for achieving 100% correct

classification on the training set than several of the previous approaches (Ciocoiu, 2002a).

Other very successful studies employed different types of support vector machines and

experimented with different kernels (Ayat et al., 2001). Suykens and Vandewalle (1999a,b)

and Suykens et al. (2002), for example, showed that least squares support vector machines

(lssvm) with radial basis function (rbf) kernels could solve the two-spiral task with very

good generalisation and low computational cost. Compared with standard SVMs with

tanh kernel, the approach of Suykens and Vandewalle (1999b) required fewer support

vectors and generalised better. Suykens and Vandewalle (1999a) further reported that

their method’s performance on the two-spiral task was relatively robust against changes
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of the learning and kernel parameters and that rbf kernels should be preferred (cf., Ridella

et al., 1999). Galleske and Castellanos (2002) proposed a method of kernel optimisation

for probabilistic neural networks and claimed their approach could outperform svms on

some variation of the two-spiral task.

3.2 Variations of the data

Most of the above mentioned studies trained on the original data set with 97 points per

spiral. However, already Lang and Witbrock (1988) did not only use the original data

but also a version of the data with four times as many points, that is, 388 points per

spiral. Training on the denser spirals took about three to four times as long. An analysis

of the different stages of training and the contribution of individual network units and

layers to the training outcome showed that the network could approximate the spiral

shaped decision boundaries better at the center of the spirals where the point density of

the original training data is highest (cf., Figure 1). Lang and Witbrock (1988) argued

the original task would be under-constrained and demonstrated that their networks, when

trained on the denser data set, could approximate the spiral shaped decision boundaries

much better than in the original case. A small version of the spirals data with 50 points

per spiral was used by Han and Moraga (1995) to demonstrate fast training ability of

their ‘hybrid networks’ with different activation functions in different layers. Suykens and

Vandewalle (1999b) illustrated the generalisation performance and the low number of

support vectors required by their method using spirals with only 30 points. In contrast

Yu et al. (2002) increased the point density to 200 points per spiral and found that their

mlps with adaptive activation function generalised very well. As already demonstrated

by Lang and Witbrock (1988) it should be taken into account that increasing the point

density can increase the training time but it can also help to obtain better generalisation

performance.

Tomandl and Schober (2001) demonstrated the good generalisation performance of their

‘Modified General Regression Neural Network’ on two variations of the spirals data: on

the two-spiral data with 50 points per spiral as well as on a variation using four spirals

with 100 points per spiral and three revolutions. A sequential four-spirals variant which
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consisted of four nested two dimensional spirals that unfolded as temporal input sequences

was used by Weir and Chen (1991).

Whitley and Karunanithi (1991) experimented with variations of the training data by in-

corporating not only points on the central spirals but also points located at boundaries of

the decision surfaces between the spirals. Lu and Ito (1999) selected random subsets of the

spiral data to train a modular neural network. Fan and Zhang (2000) used spirals with 300

points each and added some noise to the spirals’ point coordinates. They demonstrated

how their proposed space-partitioning multi-layer perceptron can insert decision bounda-

ries between the two spirals. In some of their experiments with support vector machine

kernels Ayat et al. (2001) used Gaussian random noise to generate the spiral point coor-

dinates. The random noise and the training data in the latter two studies was not clearly

specified. A two-spiral data set with Gaussian noise was also employed by a recent study

of Du and Chen (2007) to demonstrate satisfying performance of their rectified nearest

feature line segment (rnfls) method for pattern classification. Another version of a noisy

two-spiral task with 20 sample points drawn from Gaussian clusters (standard deviation

σ = 0.01) centered at each of the original 97 spiral points (i.e. 1940 patterns for each class)

was proposed by Carpenter et al. (1995) and further developed by Williamson (1996) and

Lee et al. (2004). The setup of the noisy spirals task by Lee et al. (2004) was adopted from

Williamson (1996) who used training data drawn from 194 anisotropic Gaussian distribu-

tions (σ = 0.025) centered along the 194 points of the original spiral data. Experiments

were conducted with 102, 103, 104, and 105 training samples which were drawn randomly

from all 194 Gaussians. For comparison Williamson (1996), used uniform distributions. Lee

et al. (2004) fused a general regression neural network for prediction with fuzzy adaptive

resonance theory and demonstrated better generalisation performance of their approach

over Gaussian artmap (Williamson, 1996).

A spiral data set which was not directly derived from the original two-spiral data set

was employed by Keuchel et al. (2003) to evaluate their method for unsupervised binary

partitioning in the area of computer vision. Their study also addressed the impact of

geometric point distances on the partitioning result.
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4 Experimental example

The aim of the following simulations is to show a state-of-the-art solution to the two-spiral

task and to demonstrate how small variations of the training data can lead to classifiers

with qualitatively different generalisation. The experiments employed least squares support

vector machines (lssvm) with radial basis function kernels. This is similar to the way

they were successfully used by Suykens and Vandewalle (1999a,b). In the lssvm method

the typical inequality constraints of classical Support Vector Machines (svms) and the

associated quadratic optimisation procedure are replaced by equality constraints and an

associated optimisation problem in the form of a system of linear equations. Figures 2 and

3 and all animations associated with the present study were generated using MatLab and

the lssvm toolbox by Pelckmans (2002).

The spiral data for the simulation experiments was based on equation (5). This formula is

a special case of the logarithmic spiral in equation (3) where the radial expansion of the

spiral is controlled by the exponential parameter b and the linear expansion parameter is

kept constant at a = 1.




x

y


 = ebφ ·




cosφ

sinφ


 (5)

For good visualisation it was decided, after several tests, to display all results using loga-

rithmic spirals with five loops and 21 points per loop as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Each

of the displayed two-spiral data sets contained therefore 210 data points in total.

It is important to note hat by small variation of the relative rotation of the two spirals

two different configurations of the data set can be generated:

Configuration 1: The radial rays contain alternating dark and bright dots as it is

shown in the bottom image of Figure 3. This is essentially the same configuration of

the two spirals as plotted in the original cmu data set (Figure 1).

Configuration 2: The radial rays contain either dark or bright dots as shown, for

example, in Figure 2 and the top image of Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Changes in generalisation while varying the radial distance between the two
spirals. This example uses data in configuration 2 and is explained in Section 4.1.
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Figure 3: Changes in generalisation while rotating the two spirals relative to each other
from configuration 2 into configuration 1 (Section 4.2).
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For each of the two configurations a series of simulation experiments was animated as

a movie. The results are shown in Figures 2 and 3 and associated movie files dist.avi

and rot.avi, respectively (available as supplements to this paper at the following weblink

(Chalup and Wiklendt, 2007)). Figures 2 and 3 both show three frames (snapshots) cor-

responding to qualitatively different stages of the two animated simulation experiments.

Each of the images/frames corresponds to one new training experiment and visualises the

generalisation performance of an individually trained lssvm classifier.

4.1 Variation of the radial expansion of the spirals

In this series of experiments the two-spiral data was always kept in configuration 2 with

equally spaced rays. Only the radial expansion of the spirals was modified in small incre-

ments for each frame of the movie such that the space between the two spirals became

smaller step by step. At the start of the series of experiments (top image of Figure 2) the

radial point distances were greater than the tangential point distances which forced the

classifier to generalise towards spirals. At the final stage of the experiments (bottom im-

age of Figure 2) the radial distances were smaller than the tangential distances and it had

become more efficient to separate the bright from the dark points using radial separator

lines than spirals. At an intermediate stage (middle image of Figure 2) the distances to

neighbours in radial and tangential direction became approximately equal. Since spiral and

ray decision boundaries exclude each other this situation lead to a diamond shaped gener-

alisation pattern where all but the most interior and exterior spiral points were separated

from each other individually.

4.2 Variation of the relative rotation of the spirals

The second series of simulations started using the data points in configuration 2 where

neighbour points of the same spiral in radial direction were closer to each other than neigh-

bours in tangential direction. In accordance with the results of Section 4.1 generalisation

resulted in radial rays (top image of Figure 3). Figure 3 shows three snapshots from a

series of experiments where the spirals were rotated relative to each other from configura-

tion 2 into configuration 1 in small steps of π/21 radians. The middle image of Figure 3
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corresponds to an intermediate position and shows a diamond shaped solution similar to

the one described in Section 4.1. Configuration 1 allowed only generalisation with spiral

shaped regions (bottom image of Figure 3).

5 Summary and discussion

Solely based on studies which used the two-spiral task it was possible to sketch a notable

portion of the history of artificial neural networks up to date. Constructive methods and

certain divide and conquer approaches were the two major initial streams of development

triggered by the two-spiral task. Most of the developed methods show that approximate

solutions are possible with combinations of linear separators or higher order linear features.

State-of-the-art learning methods which perform well on the two-spiral task include sup-

port vector machines and specifically tuned neural networks as outlined in Section 3.1.4.

One of the methods which can deliver very good results is the use of lssvms. These were

applied in our example experiments.

Although most reviewed studies claimed that their method performed better than other

previously published similar approaches it should be acknowledged that the original pa-

per by Lang and Witbrock (1988) had already achieved a lot, including an approximate

solution using a non-standard mlp and evaluations on variations of the data.

An issue which became apparent through the survey was that studies on learning the two-

spiral data typically did not provide enough experimental details to allow us to compile

a precise global performance comparison of all studies. Many of the papers only provided

statements based on visual inspection of the spirals’ generalisation plots or some incom-

plete information on convergence rates. The latter was often expressed using ‘numbers of

epochs’ which are hard to compare because the different methods’ investment into a single

‘epoch’ has a high variance. Some studies addressed this issue by introducing notions such

as ‘connections crossings’ (Fahlman and Lebiere, 1990; Treadgold and Gedeon, 1997a,b,

1999) and several studies attempted to generate comparative performance tables which

typically included only a very small number of alternative methods (e.g., Baum and Lang,

1991; Carpenter et al., 1992; Fritzke, 1994; Han and Moraga, 1995; Karayiannis, 1996;

Treadgold and Gedeon, 1997a,b; Chaiyaratana and Zalzala, 1998; Kamarthi and Pittner,
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1999; Lee and Fu, 1999; Cheng and Zell, 2000; Fan and Zhang, 2000; Fu et al., 2001; Yang

and Kao, 2001; Ciocoiu, 2002a; Ribeiro, 2002; Thangavel and Kathirvalavakumar, 2003;

Du and Chen, 2007). We refrained from summarising the latter information on epoch

counts or classification accuracy in a global overview table because the non-standardised

representation of results of the different studies could lead to false conclusions if taken out

of their study’s context.

The review revealed that the two-spiral task or its variations were frequently employed

in pilot studies or studies with a non-experimental focus which were primarily interested

in a quick and uncomplicated test or evaluation of their method. Here its compact size

and visual appeal made the two-spiral task one of the favourite candidates which turned

out to be very useful to obtain indicative generalisation results by visual inspection and

to facilitate communication between researchers. The number of studies which carefully

tried to investigate the nature of the spirals data in systematic experiments was low.

Its strict regularity and the fact that slight variations of the two-spiral training data can

lead to qualitatively different generalisation results could raise the question whether the

two-spiral data is a valid benchmark data set for testing and comparing generalisation

ability of machine learning classifiers. It should be considered, for example, that the data

is artificially generated and not iid1. The latter is a necessary condition for many results

and concepts in machine learning theory which address the topic of generalisation, such

as pac learning (Valiant, 1984) and the vc-dimension (Vapnik, 1979, 1995).

Concerns about the practice of using some artificially generated data sets for benchmarking

have been stressed by several authors including Aha (1992) and Prechelt (1994). The latter,

for example, argued that some algorithms may be able to solve artificial tasks very well

where a simple exact solution is known a-priory while they might not be able to show the

same performance on real world tasks. The survey in Section 3.1.3 identified several studies

which employed such a problem specific bias, or preprocessed the data, for example, by

a transformation into polar coordinates to simplify the two-spiral task. The problematic

nature of this approach was also generally addressed by Denker et al. (1987) who claimed:
1The iid condition means that the training examples need to be generated by mutually independent

random variables and the (marginal) probability distribution for each random variable is the same (Casella
and Berger, 2002).
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‘We prove that “automatic learning will always succeed, given the right preprocessor,”

but we also show that this statement is grossly misleading since there is no automatic

procedure for constructing the required preprocessor.’

The same argument could be applied to kernel selection for support vector machines where

not every kernel which works well for the two-spiral task would necessarily have to be a

good kernel for general non-linear classification.

While the value of some of the studies with task specific bias may be questionable it

should be acknowledged that the two-spiral task’s regularity allows specific control and

the opportunity to highlight and evaluate certain properties of a method.

Several studies employed variations of the spirals data which can provide additional insight.

For example, noise addition was frequently applied to reduce regularity. However, again,

often the associated articles did not provide sufficient details of the noise and the task to

allow direct comparisons between different studies.

In summary, although strictly speaking there can be theoretical issues with using artificial

data for benchmarking, the two-spiral task represents a compact test laboratory which has

significantly contributed to the development of non-linear machine learning classifiers.

6 Conclusion

The challenge of the two-spiral task inspired many researchers, studies, and new methods,

and has had significant impact on machine learning research over the last 18 years. Its

high popularity is partially due to its visual appeal and compact size. Given the large

number of studies on the two-spiral task it was possible to conduct a partial survey of

central parts of the history of artificial neural networks solely based on studies which

involve the two-spiral task either as their central task or in addition to some other data

sets. In an example experiment the generalisation ability of a state-of-the-art approach was

demonstrated and that small variations of the two-spiral data can lead to qualitatively

different generalisation results—spirals, rays, or an intermediate solution.
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